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 Background: Many utilities choose water age as water quality indicator because lower 

water age indicates better water quality and excessive age can cause problems with 

disinfection by-products (DBPs). This is a hot topic because EPA's Stage 2 
Disinfectants and DBP Rule requires utilities to conduct Initial Distribution System 

Evaluations(IDSEs) that select DBP sampling sites. DBP compliance monitoring began 

from 2013, depending on the population supplied. So, almost utilities chose to conduct 
their IDSEs using hydraulic models as an alternative to extensive monitoring programs. 

Models are advantageous because in addition to calculating water age for existing 

conditions, they can predict what would happen. If  operating procedures change, it‟s 
easier to test ideas in a model than to subject a real distribution system to the process of 

trial and error. Objective: In This study, the software simulation were performed to 

determine water age value and its dependency on several design parameters (demand 
planning, pipe length, roughness coefficient, flow velocity and network pressure). 

Results: water age value decrease when demand increase, tank regard critical 

component because increasing water age in it conduct on increasing water age at 
junctions around it, pipe length has small impact on water age value around(5-8)%, 

water age decrease when velocity increase but not all junctions. conclusion: according 

to water age value water quality at beginning using the distribution system less quality 
than when distribution system reaches to full efficiency using, demand have biggest 

impact on water age from all design parameters which studied. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The term „water age‟ refers to the amount of time that a unit of treated water spends within a distribution 

system. It is analogous to the retention time. Water age is used as a proxy for water quality because many 

potentially harmful chemical and biological processes, such as chlorine decay, corrosion, disinfection by-

product formation, and pathogen re-growth, are time dependent. The risks posed by these parameters increase as 

water ages within the distribution system. 

Where feasible, water storage and distribution systems are designed to minimize water age. Because water 

age is primarily controlled by system design and system demands. for example, water age can be exacerbated by 

over-sized storage and distribution system components. The velocity of the water travelling through the mains 

will decrease when actual demands fail to match up with those projected using historical data or peaking factors. 

The result is a longer detention time for each unit of water, which can lead to deterioration in water quality. 

 

Mathodlogy: 

Hydraulic Modeling: 

This study adapted city of 100.000 capita at 2011, growth rate 2.7% and average daily  consumption 280 

l/c/day. The obtained water network is modeled for 2051 to serve a population of 208000 capita, with average 

daily consumption 739 l/sec, look next figure. 
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Fig. 1: network under study 

 

The extend period analysis is adopted in this work. The analysis is done by assuming a daily consumption 

pattern based on Egyptian Code for design and implementation of pipeline networks for drinking water and 

sanitation. 

 

Water Quality Modeling: 

Water Age: 

In conjunction with extended period simulations, WaterCAD V8i is capable of performing a water quality 

analysis to compute water age, constituent concentration, or percentage of water from a given node (trace 

analysis). Using these features, you can look at factors such as residence time in tanks, chlorine residuals 

throughout the system, and which tank or reservoir is primary water source for different areas in your system. 

Water age analysis is adapted in this work. assuming an initial age of 0 for all nodes. The water from the 

reservoir will be an infinite supply of new water, so the age of water elsewhere in the system will be a reflection 

of time from the start of the run and how long ago the water left the reservoir. The analysis will be run for a 12 

day period (288 hours). In order to determine the equilibrium point (the point when average water age value at 

24 hr will be constant) of the system. 

 

Constituent (chlorine residual): 

A. Decay coefficients: 

The decay coefficients, which are assumed (chlorine wall decay coefficient and chlorine diffusivity) or 

obtained from laboratory experiments (chlorine bulk decay coefficient), are entered in constituent prosperities, 

as shown in figure (2) 
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Fig. 2: inserting chlorine decay prosperities 

 

B. Chlorine Pattern: 

As many parameters, such as water characteristics; changing of water demands and thus changing water 

path and residence time in water network; differ during the 24 hours of the day, the chlorine dose added to 

treated water enters the distribution network changes with time. 

 The base concentration was set to 1.00 in reservoir. Then the base value was multiplied by a multiplying 

factor changes every two hours during the day. 

The chlorine pattern is entered in programs shown in figure (3) 

 

 
 

Fig. 3: inserting chlorine pattern 

 

Program Outputs: 

Elements graph is good way to check if your network has had sufficient time to reach an equilibrium point , 

and in the graph series option dialog we can get water age data in each time step. Addition to  graph  the user 

also needs the ability to calculate some statistics after an water age EPS run to include average water age at each 

element between hours (a) and( b). 
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Average water age over the 24 hours of an EPS run can be calculated using post calculation processor 

which can be found under the analysis menu. Look figure (4)    where mean (time weighted) takes into account 

the fact that not all time steps are of the same size. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4: inserting post calculation processer date 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

1- Demand Planning Impacts: 

1.1.tank: 

In order to illustrate and discuss water age value in tank  and relationship between water age and demand , 

we passed 8 different demands  which are calculated  every 5 year from 2016 to reach designed demand at 2051 

into the same network  figure (5) shows water age curves which are obtained from 8 scenarios. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5: flocculated water age curves in tank 

 

from patterns,  water age ( 2051) lowest  value while demand is highest (739.16 l/s) this mean good water 

quality  and worse  water quality at 2016 where   water age is highest,  because facility volume is huge relative 

to demand (373.36l/s). 

fill and draw cycle efficiency in tank is major factor impacts on residence time figure (6) shows fluctuate 

tank full percent pattern according to demand planning year which show simultaneity  between good cycle 

efficiency and increasing demand. 
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Fig. 6: fill and draw cycle 

 

when compare between figure(5) and figure(6) notice good fill and draw cycle decrease water age . 

To determine water age value we take average through 24hr from 144hr to 168hr where find equilibrium 

point figure (7) shows result. 

 

 
Fig. 7: graduated average water age in tank 

 

According to the water industry database (AWWA and AwwaRF 1992) indicates an average distribution 

system retention time of 1.3 days and a maximum retention time of 3 days based on a survey of more than 800 

U.S. utilities.  So the tank from 2016 -2031 unacceptable water age value > 72 hours and  acceptable value <72 

hours. 

Long retention time lead to a lot of water  quality degradation 

Figure(8) shows water age does not reach to equilibrium point at 2016,2021 and 2026  at long time analysis 

288 hr. 

 
Fig. 8: extend period analysis 800hr 
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 So, to reach equilibrium point we increase period analysis from 288 to 800 but 2016 and 2021 don't reach 

equilibrium point again , because huge tank volume compared to water daily consumption . 

 

1.1.2.Check Chlorine Residual In Tank: 
 

 
 

Fig. 9: chlorine residual decay in tank 

 

long retention time in tank conduct to  chlorine residual decay,  which reach to 0 value at 2016 ,where 

acceptable value at least 0.2mg/l, then increased gradually with increased demand and decrease water age. 

 

1.2.Junctions: 
To analysis  water age curve fluctuate  in  whole network We choose all junctions to test . according to  

water age curve patterns we  can divided junctions to two divisions look figure(10)  

 

 
 

Fig. 10: position of each junction division 

 

Division one: 

junctions out tank impact where water age value decrease when demand increase which include (j-2, j-3,j-

4,j-9,j-10,j-11,j-12,j-13,j-14,j-15,j-16and j-18)look figures (11)as example 
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Fig. 11: junction 15 water age curves 

 

To determine  water age value in each year we take average  through 24 hours  from 144 to 168 where find 

equilibrium point. Look figure (12),as example we notice  decrease average water age value with increase 

demand. 

 

 
 

Fig. 12: average water age value graduate with year 

 

Division two: 
junctions under tank impact included (j-5,j-6,j-7,j-8 and j-17) where water age curve doesn‟t take the 

decrease pattern  with increase demand , like the division one. look figure|(13)  

 

 
 

Fig. 13: j-6 water age curve 
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To determine  graduate  water age value we will  take average water age through 24 hours look figure (14) 

which shows unorganized  pattern with demand because  adjacency  these junction from tank .  

 

 
 

Fig. 14: average water age value graduate with year 

 

To ensure impact the tank on division tow junctions, we eliminate tank and test water age value in junctions 

look figures (15) &(16) which illustrate changes in division tow pattern after eliminate tank. 

 

 
Fig. 15: j-6 water age curve 

 

 
Fig. 16: j-6 average water age 
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Pipe Length  Impacts: 

In this section will try to  test  impact  increase pipe lengths  on water age, so we  created 10 scenarios ,each 

step increased original pipe length (L) 10%, then calculate average water age at each junction. Figure (17) show 

result as example, where All junctions in network tested and gave the similar result expect  (j-5,j-6) 

 

 
 

Fig. 17: j-2 water age curve 

 

 
 

Fig. 18: j-2 average water age value with increasing length 

 

Long pipe length impact on velocity because  long length conduce to increase head loss,  hence decrease 

velocity and  increase water age value. 

In this network percentage of  increase  average water age value  with increase pipe length in all junctions  

is very small about ((5-8%)) from previous water age value  because  we assume  new pipe with Hazen-

Williams Roughness Coefficient c=130 which friction head loss lowest. 

 

Pipe Roughness Values: 

To  study impacts pipe roughness on water age uesed network with out tank to elemenat impact from tank 

on result, and choice Hazen-Williams roughness coefficient for test. In this part we matched  variable flows  

with demand planing year and accommodate roughness cofficient with pipe age, diameter, material. Figures (19) 

as example of result. 
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Fig. 19: j-8 average water age 

 

This part results shows new pipe given higher  water age value then old pipe. In spite  of  increase head loss 

with old pipe. In addition, old pipe  accompany in this case with increases demand which conduct to increases 

velocity  hence increase average water age value.    

 

Pressure Impacts: 

We divided pressure head to four ranges. <25m, (25-30m), (30-35) and (35-40) then tested average water 

age at  all junctions figure (20) illustrate result example. No impacts to pressure head on water age value. 

 

 
Fig. 20: j-10 average water age 

 

Velocity Impacts: 
After create 4 scenarios for 4 velocity ranges <0.56m/s,(0.56-1.52m/s) ,(0.56-2.03m/s) and (0.56-3.54m/s) 

all junctions tested and show two water age manners. 

Manner one average water age decrease when velocity increase, manner two water age increase  when 

velocity increase (j-2,j-3,j-4,j-11 and j-15)at velocity range at (0.56-1.52m/s) and(0.56-2.03m/s) figures (21) and 

(22) shows result for each manner. 

 

 
Fig. 21: manner one (j-4) 
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Fig. 22: manner two (j-13) 

 

Conclusions 

Based on the results of this study the following conclusions can be drawn: 

 

1. According to water age value water quality at beginning  using  the distribution  system less   quality 

than when distribution system  reaches to full efficiency using. 

2. Water age decrease when demand increase. 

3. Tank is more water age value  than all  network and has great possibility to  chlorine concentration  

become lower than 0.2mg/l. 

4. Tank regard critical  component  because Increasing water age in tank conduct to increasing water age 

at junction around it. 

5. Water age increase when pipe length increase. but  Pipe length has small impact on water age value 

around (5-8)% 

6. When flow be constant  roughness coefficient impact on water age will be  tiny 

7. Roughness coefficient less impact on water age than demand.  

8. Pressure has not impact on water age value. 

9. Water age decrease when velocity increase but not at all junctions. 

10.  Demand have biggest impact on water age from all design factors which studied. 
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